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   ✝  2A Weekly News   ✝

What’s Happening in Second Grade 

Reading - Mrs. Burroughs’s group will finish reading our novel ‘The Littles.’ We will focus on the skill of 
sequencing and take a short test on Friday to show our understanding of the novel.  Ms.. Corrigan’s 
group will read a fantasy fiction story titled, ‘Dex: The Heart of a Hero.’  🐕  Students will answer the 
lesson’s essential question: What makes someone a hero?  

Religion - We will continue preparing students for 1st Communion. 

Language Arts - We will finish our narrative piece of writing and focus on the phonics patterns -or and 
-ore. 

Poem of the Week - The Leprechauns Are Marching 

Spelling Words - (or/ore words) - horn, short, corn, story, morning, score, store, shore, tore, more 
Challenge Words - mammals, subtraction 

Math - We begin chapter 4, ’Subtract 2-Digit Numbers.’ Students will use related facts to make two-
digit number families and take apart numbers to make a ten to subtract. 

Science - Time will be spent finishing our study of animals with vertebrae.  

Homework  
Monday - Study spelling words and work on memorizing your self-selected poem  
Tuesday - Work on memorizing your self-selected poem  
Wednesday - Work on memorizing your self-selected poem  
Thursday - Read aloud to an adult for at least 15 minutes and work on memorizing your self-selected 
poem  

  

Information / Reminders  
✦ Our Star  ⭐  Student this week is 

Griffin! 

✦ Friday is a noon dismissal for 
students. Teachers will attend an    
in-service.  

* Friday, students may wear free 
dress if they bring in $1.00 for 
Father Dunston and his school 
in Kenya.  💵  

* Friday is another collection for 
St. Martin de Porres.  

 - Last Names A-L:   
 Brown Bag Luches  
 (perishable is OK) 
 - Last Names M-Z:  
 Travel toothpaste and  
 toothbrushes  
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We played the board game, 
“Money Bags” to beef up our 
money counting skills!

Our wonderful 2A second graders, leading the all-school prayer service on Friday morning!
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